The innovative pushing and
braking aid
Keen for action on the road

movilino
www.aat-online.de

Powerful support — for more pleasure
undertaking things together

The ergonomic grips lay safely
in your hands.

Often it is rather strenuous for a
companion to push or brake the
wheelchair. Especially going up
or downhill asks for quite a lot
of strength. Even small trips are
often tiring and exhausting. The
innovative pushing and braking
aid movilino supports your companion thus providing more
mobility.
Thanks to its enormous range
the movilino is an indispensable
attendant for your undertakings
together.
The device can be mounted to
virtually any type of wheelchair
and because of its compact

measurements it is also easy to
transport.
Its user-friendly technology makes
handling very simple and it gives
your companion a great feeling of
security.
A spring system provides a
pleasant riding experience even
on craggy grounds. It balances
out bumps and makes your drive
comfortable.
In your grip is an integrated engine
immobilizer protecting you from
unauthorized use. If the chip is
not inserted the movilino cannot
be driven.

Useful accessories —
for more safety and comfort
Accessories for your movilino
The delivery package of the movilino
includes power kit, grips with control
unit as well as the battery pack and
the charger. Fixtures for almost all
types of wheelchairs are offered as
accessories.

Anti-tilt support

Spokes’ protection

Mega battery pack

Left-handed
operation

Brackets for the
wheelchair

Voltage converter
for the car

We propose functional accessories
to make an ideal adjustment to all
types of situations possible.

Innovative technology and new design —
with movilino you can master all distances
Our aim at AAT is to offer you an
aid for more mobility by intelligent
and high-class technology.
All our experience and know-how
based on many years of experience designing climbing aids
and power systems for wheelchairs
result in an improved system to
alleviate your everyday life.

range, more than 21 km
continuously adjustable speed,
forward up to 6 km/h,
backward up to 3 km/h

can be attached to virtually all
wheelchairs with a seat width of
32 cm or more
easy operation
compact measurements

slopes up to 18 %
Type Class A, B
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Tecnical data
movilino coincides with the European
Guidelines 2007/47/EG and 2006/42/EG.

In the interest of progress we reserve the right for
technical changes.

The company AAT Alber Antriebstechnik is a member
of the QVH and has been awarded the quality stamp
according to the inspection of quality standards for
medical vehicles.
AAT is certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008
and EN ISO 13485:2003 + AC:2007.

max. total weight
approved

170 kg (1)
(person, wheelchair, movilino)

mounting possible

at a seat width 32 cm

speed

continuously adjustable

forward I backward

6 km/h I 3 km/h

range with one battery
charge

over 21 km

(2)

braking-/climbing capacity

up to 18 %

(3)

width of grip

636 mm

depth of grip

233 mm

width of power unit

230 mm

depth of power unit

307,5 mm

height

min. 926 mm
max. 1128 mm

batteries

2 x 12 V / 16 Ah

weight battery pack

10.2 kg

weight power unit

11.2 kg

weight handle

2.4 kg

(1) Please stay within the maximum load stipulated by the wheelchair manufacturer.
(2) According to Iso 7176-4 the range depends among other things on the weight of the

person to be transported, the surface, the terrain, the temperature, etc.
(3) The braking – and climbing capacity depends among other things on the weight of
the person to be transported, the surface, the terrain, the temperature, etc.
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